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Stretch & Strengthen Your Spine, Everyday

Back and neck pain are common conditions seen in our office. Usually these issues resolve fairly quickly
with chiropractic adjustments. But after back pain is resolved, it is important to work hard to keep the pain
away. A wellness treatment program can be part of this prevention. Getting scheduled chiropractic care
rather than waiting for pain to return can keep your spine feeling its best. Another way to keep your spine
feeling healthy is to stretch and strengthen it. Try the following activities to help keep your spine free
moving and stabilized. Please keep in mind that these exercises should be used to prevent injury they
might not help improve an already hurting spine.
 
Lower Back
Hamstring Stretch – Start in an open doorway lying flat on your back. Raise one leg so it is pressed
against the wall. Raise the other leg and slowly lower it down into the doorway opening. Hold the stretch
for 10 seconds. Repeat 3 times for each leg.

Piriformis Stretch – lay flat on your back knees bent. Cross one leg over the other so that the inside of the
crossed foot is visible to your eye. Reach through the opening created by your legs and grab the
hamstring with both hands. Pull both legs toward your face.  Hold the stretch for 10 seconds. Repeat 3
times for each leg.

Quad Stretch – standing next to something slightly lower than waist high (couch arm or counter top), place
the top of one foot on the object, with your knee bent. Slowly bend your other knee to lower down and put
pressure on the raised quad muscle. Hold the stretch for 10 seconds. Repeat 3 times for each leg.
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Bird/Dog Core Strengthening – Begin on all 4’s on the ground. Slowly raise and extend out one arm and
the opposite/diagonal leg. Hold position for 10 seconds then move on to the opposite pair. Try starting with
5 sets of 10 seconds. Increase time as exercise becomes less difficult.

Side Plank — Hold side plank position for 10 seconds to start, do 5 sets on each side. Increase time as
exercise becomes less difficult.

Upper Back / Neck
Shoulder Blade Pinch – Rotate shoulders back and try to squeeze the shoulder blades together as if you
were trying to pinch an object between your shoulder blades. Hold the stretch for 10 seconds. Repeat 3
times.

Doorway Stretch – In a doorway with a hand on each slide slowly let your body lean forward. Hold the
stretch for 10 seconds. Repeat 3 times with both hands then 3 times using only one hand at a time.

Trapezius/ Lower Neck Stretch  — Slowly turn your head one direction and look down toward the foot on
that side. With the arm on that side reach over to the back of the head and slightly pull down towards the
foot on that side. Hold the stretch for 10 seconds. Repeat 3 times.
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Neck Traction – Using a small rolled up towel, or foam noodle place the object under the center of the
neck while laying flat on your back. Allow the back of the head to relax over and past the object. Start by
lying on the object for 3 minutes twice per day and slowly increase the duration over time. This stretch will
allow the neck to return to its normal curvature.

These stretches and activities can help to maintain normal posture during daily life.  The activities work
best when they are done daily.  This list is not exhaustive but more of an intro into a stretching routine that
can prevent spinal injury and discomfort.  For more suggestions ask me (Dr. Chris) what you could add
into your routine after you have mastered performing these exercises and stretches on a daily basis. 

- Dr. Chris 

Bring Us Your Card! New CBD products + The Old Ones

New Year Means Insurance Verification
As we say at the start of every new year, please let us know if you insurance has changed! If you can,
bring in your health insurance card so we can verify the info is still the same and correct in our system and
absolutely bring in any new cards you may have received!
___________________
New CBD Products Available in Our Office
If you've been into our office in the past couple of weeks, you might have noticed we have more CBD
products in stock! We have everything from tinctures, to gummies, even dog products, along with the
topical CBD clinic our patients have been using already. These are just a few of the items, strengths and
flavors available and we have a full list of products you can check out. we're happy to order a different
option for you if you are interested!
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